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Abstract— This work presents an insect-scale microrobot that
flies silently and with no mechanical moving parts, using a
mechanism with no analogue in the natural world: electrohydrodynamic thrust produced by ions generated via corona
discharge. For the first time, attitude and acceleration data is
continuously collected from takeoff and sustained flight of a 2cm
x 2cm, 30mg “ionocraft” carrying a 37mg 9-axis commercial
IMU on FlexPCB payload, with external tethers for power and
data transfer. The ionocraft’s steady state thrust versus voltage
profile, dynamic response to a time-varying signal around a high
voltage DC bias point, and aerodynamic drag at incident angles
around 90 degrees are measured. These experimental measurements, as well as measured IMU sensor noise, are inserted into
a Matlab Simulink simulation environment. Simulation shows
controlled hovering and planned flight in arbitrary straight
trajectories in the X-Y plane.
Index Terms— Micro/Nano Robots, Aerial Systems: Mechanics and Control, Mechanism Design, Electrohydrodynamic
Force, Corona Discharge

I. I NTRODUCTION
Insect-scale microrobots are an emerging class of autonomous systems with potential use cases in disaster exploration and recovery, precision agriculture, surveillance, and
swarm interfaces [1] [2] [3]. Development of these pico air
vehicles has accelerated in recent years, with biomimetic
designs demonstrating enough thrust for self-lifting using
both piezoelectric and electromagnetic actuators [4] [5] [6].
While flapping wing mechanisms are proven to function
in nature down to the centimeter scale, they require both
complicated mechanical transmissions and novel controller
designs. Conversely, the flying microrobot described in this
letter uses a mechanism with no natural analogue, electrohydrodynamic (EHD) force, in order to fly. The ability to
produce thrust with no mechanical moving parts simplifies
fabrication and design, while the nature of the produced
thrust allows for controller design similar to a standard
quadcopter.
Electrohydrodynamic force is produced by the collisions
of moving charged particles with a neutral fluid (Fig. 2).
Derivations for an ideal EHD actuator project a maximum
thrust on the order of 100 N/m2 at a thrust efficiency of 2
N/kW [7]. Around the time of its first published full-fledged
theoretical description in 1967, EHD thrust was proposed as
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Fig. 1.
An assembled ionocraft next to a United States quarter. The
ionocraft itself is approximately 2cm by 2cm and masses 30mg. Also
shown is the 37mg FlexPCB board with 9-axis IMU and associated passives
attached to the center of the airframe. The ionocraft is built from 41 discrete
components, each connected by a combination of mechanical slots and UVcurable epoxy. Inset: A single emitter electrode. The 500µm long, 5deg tip
angle lithographically defined asperities are aligned with the grid and used
to reduce operating voltage.

a way to produce flying human-scale craft [8]. Unfortunately,
the aerial force densities are too low to realistically support
the endeavour of flight with human passengers. However,
because EHD thrust is fundamentally produced by electrostatic forces, it is scale invariant and leads to at least two
theoretical benefits for decreasing the scale of thrusters: the
thrust to weight ratio will increase and the operating voltage
to achieve a desired drift field strength will decrease. Corona
discharge, the most common source of ions for atmospheric
EHD thrust, is a well-studied atmospheric plasma mechanism
caused by avalanche breakdown ionization of neutral fluid
in a high strength electric field. Using highly asymmetrical
electrodes allows for localized plasma generation around the
one with a higher local electric field (e.g. a sharp tip) and a
subsequent ion current without full dielectric breakdown.
Microfabricated electrohydodynamic thrusters based on a
corona discharge effect have previously been characterized
to assess compliance with scaling laws [9], and have been
shown to produce sufficient force for takeoff when incorporated into an airframe [10]. In this work, we present an
electrohydrodynamic thrust powered centimeter-scale flying
robot (Fig. 1) that is capable of flight while carrying and
streaming data from a commercial 9-axis IMU. Experimental
values for aerodynamic drag, actuator dynamics and re-

